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Duncan Fletcher

Duncan Fletcher is a NPC played by Alex Hart.

Duncan Fletcher

Species & Gender: Osman Human Male
Date of Birth: 21日 7月 YE 04
Organization: Conclave Aerospace and Fleet Forces
Occupation: Bridge Specialist

Rank: O4WB
Current Placement: NDS Ravenaca's Watch (Plot)

Physical Description

Duncan Fletcher is a 31-year-old Osman Human. He stands at a moderate 5'10“(177cm) and weighs 150
lbs (68kg). He has greyish-black hair, beard, and mustache. His eyes are grey, and he looks unusually
aged for his actual age.

Personality

Duncan is a hard-nosed and stern person, molded by Osman's harsh environment. His attitude is often
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seen as sour by others, however his focus on the tangible realities of a situation often allowed him to
react quickly to a rapidly changing combat environment during his time as a pilot.

Once “promoted” out of the cockpit, Duncan became somewhat bitter towards the newer generation of
pilots composed of operators and other Synthetics, feeling that he had been pushed out of his desired
role. Because of this, he is often harsher to Synthetic subordinates than to natural ones, though he still
prides himself on keeping his pilots safe.

History

Duncan Fletcher was born in YE 12 on Planet Osman in Asantren. He was raised as a military man from a
young age, growing up to be a cavalryman in the Osmani regime's army. With the downfall of Osman's
previous rulers in the late 30s , he instead joined up with the fledgeling OSO's military, seeking further
thrills by serving as a pilot and becoming a squadron leader in YE 39.

When Section 6 left the OSO, Fletcher went with them, continuing to serve the fledgling group as it
evolved into the New Dusk Conclave. Eventually, Fletcher was promoted out of the cockpit in late YE 42,
and blames it largely on Operators and other synthetics pushing naturals out of jobs.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Duncan Fletcher has the following notable skills:

Social Connections

Inventory & Finance

Duncan Fletcher currently has 12000 DS.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2021/02/12 18:06 using the namespace template.

In the case alex_hart becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
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Character Data
Character Owner Alex Hart
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
NDC Character Database
NDC Career Status Active Duty
NDC Branch Navy
NDC Rank O4 Lieutenant commander
NDC Job Code WB Bridge Specialist
NDC Assignment plots:nds_ravenacas_watch
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